Assemble the following materials:

- Completed visual: *Ground Rules: Students* (saved from Lesson 1)
- Poster 11: *Toxic Chemicals Affect Your Body Right Away* (Activity 5)
- Masking tape and thick, felt-tip, nontoxic markers for partial and completed chart paper visuals, below

Prepare the following materials:

- Partial Visuals:
  - *How to Protect Yourself From Toxic Chemicals* (title only, Activity 6)
  - 5-6 pieces of chart paper titled *Reasons Not to Inhale Toxic Fumes* (Activity 8)
- Completed Visuals:
  - *How Toxic Chemicals Can Kill You* (Activity 7), title and three ways written on chart paper or on the board
  - *Scenario* (Activity 8A), written on chart paper or on the board
- Copy *Our Family’s Guidelines for Using Household Chemicals* for each student for Activity 9.